
Out of Tune
Reproducible Machine Learning



Statistics and Machine Learning
▣ S - Statistical
▣ L - Learning
▣ D - Data
▣ M -Mining
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Combining statistics, mathematics, and 
computing in order to analyze complex sources 

of data



Machine Learning is Ubiquitous

▣ Machine learning is a powerful tool to solve 
important bioinformatics problems.
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Machine Learning is Ubiquitous
▣ We often rely on machine learning techniques in our 

bioinformatics research.
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Design Experiment

Hypothesis

Collect Data

Analysis with Machine 
Learning

Conclusion

Publish Paper



Reanalyzing Data
▣ Often we need to run an algorithm from a published 

paper
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Novel Method Analysis Method 
OR

Run Analysis on New Data
Run Machine Learning 

Algorithm
Formulate Conclusions on New Data

Compare if New Method is Better



The Dreaded Sentence
“We conducted our analysis using the FancyStatistics Package.”
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“We used a Package”
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Is My Analysis Reproducible?

“The LASSO regression was run via the glmnet R package.”
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Is My Analysis Reproducible?

Saying the package alone may not be enough. 
Let’s take a look at the help page for glmnet
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Is My Analysis Reproducible?
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Is My Analysis Reproducible?
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There are 20+ options in this one function!



Tuning Parameters

Tuning parameters are options that must be determined 
by the scientist to fit a given model to the data.
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Tuning Parameters

Tuning parameters include things such as:
1. The number of clusters in an algorithm.
2. The starting points for algorithms.
3. The number of iterations an algorithm runs for.
4. The strength of any penalties in the algorithm.
5. Many, many, many more
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Tuning Parameters

The choice of tuning parameters can drastically affect 
the outcome of your analysis.
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Example
A food science researcher wants to predict the intake of 

different foods on an individual’s life expectancy.
“We used the glmnet package in R.”

“Chocolate and tequila lowers life 
expectancy and white wine increases life 
expectancy.”



Example
A food science researcher in a major tequila producing 
state reanalyzes the data the data from the first study.

“We used the glmnet package in R.”

“Actually, tequila doesn’t have any 
negative effect on life expectancy.”



What’s the Difference?

Both researchers analyzed the same data, used the same function, but the researcher 
with an investment in tequila changed the nlambda tuning parameter from the default 

nlambda = 100 to nlambda = 25.



Whose Analysis was Correct?

Technically the first analysis but we wouldn’t know that 
without the code.

1. Neither individual told us what the tuning parameters were.

2. Neither individual had any reasoning to why they chose the parameters to what they 
wee.



What Can We Do?

• In the main text, have an easily understandable explanation of your analysis 
algorithm.

• Publish code used in analysis or simulations (github/CRAN/Supplementary 
Material), with information on software and package versions.

• Use a clear README or help file when explaining simulations

• Clearly explain why certain choices in algorithm design were taken.

• Learn why the default is the default (sometimes it’s completely arbitrary!)



Thank you!
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